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1. Introduction
In Japan, foreign proper nouns (the names of
people, places, etc.) are generally written using
the kana that sound closest to the original
pronunciation of the words. However, this is not a
simple task for Chinese proper nouns, due in part
to the historical connection between China and
Japan. Cultural exchanges between the two
countries have a long history going back over
2000 years; and in three periods, there were
massive importations of Chinese from different
regions of China into Japanese. As a result,
though Chinese and Japanese use some of the
same Chinese characters for writing, they
pronounce the characters differently and cannot
understand each other when speaking, even
proper nouns. On the other hand, over the last
decade, along with the rapid economic progress
in China, there has been a dramatic increase in
the number of governmental, economic, cultural,
scientific and technological exchanges between
China and Japan. According to statistics
published by the Japanese Ministry of Justice,
the number of Japanese nationals who visited
China reached 2.2 million in 2000, which is five
times of the number ten years ago. In particular,
since China became a member of the WTO in
2001, exchanges between the two countries
have been expanding steadily and rapidly.
Nevertheless, a variety of problems hinder
communications between them; and one of them
is how Japanese people pronounce Chinese
proper nouns.

the Japanese, English, and Chinese styles
(Table 1). The Japanese style is based on very
old Chinese pronunciation, and is the most
common because it is easy for Japanese to use.
The chief drawback is that it bears little
relationship to modern Chinese pronunciation, as
the examples in Table 1 show. For instance, the
name of the Chinese politician 邓小平 is written
トウショウヘイ (Tou Shou Hei) in the Japanese
style, while it is pronounced Deng Xiao Ping in
Chinese. Since the sounds are quite different,
Chinese and Japanese cannot understand each
other until they write down the Chinese
characters. A further complication is the fact that
the Japanese style can be broken down into
three main subtypes: Go-on (the Japanese
version of Wu pronunciation; borrowed from
southern China in ancient times), Kan’on (the
Japanese version of Han pronunciation;
borrowed from northern China during the 7th and
8th centuries) and Tou-on (the Japanese version
of Tang pronunciation; borrowed from China after
the 10th century). For example, the Chinese
character 行 is pronounced as “Gyou” in the
word 修 行 SyuGyou (Go-on), “Kou” in 孝 行
(Kan’on), and “An” in 行灯 (Tou-on). That
is, the Japanese style does not provide a unique
way of transcribing a Chinese name, and
different people may pronounce the same name
in different ways. Consequently, this method
causes tremendous confusion and does not
promote mutual understanding.

There are three main transcription systems
currently in use in Japan, which can be termed

The English style borrows the English
pronunciation of some common Chinese proper
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nouns (It is based on the Wade-Giles spelling
system, which was originally developed to help
foreigners learn Chinese and was widely used in
the past to write Chinese proper nouns in
English.). Since the 3rd U.N. Conference on the
Standardization of Geographical Names in 1977
decided that the spelling of Chinese place names
should be based on Chinese pinyin, the English
style has been rapidly disappearing.

To solve this problem, the authors established a
research group in 2001, and devised a new
Japanese kana notation called j-pinyin in order to
foster smoother communications. It has
undergone a series of modifications based on
listening experiments, and the current version is
at a fairly satisfactory level. This report
summarizes the current state of the system and
points out directions for further development.

In order to smooth communications between
China and Japan, the Japanese government has
encouraged Japanese to pronounce Chinese
proper nouns in the Chinese way since the 1980s.
The Chinese style adapts Chinese sounds to
write proper nouns, thereby eliminating some of
the confusion. The problem is that there is no
universally recognized standard, and the mass
media have independently established ad hoc
rules for individual cases based on their own
systems. In fact, there are many variations
arising from the different systems, and that
results in another kind of confusion. Furthermore,
since the existing ways are not very close to the
original Chinese sounds, they do not contribute
very much to international communication.

2. j-pinyin
An investigation of various transcription systems
used in popular publications ([1] ~ [5]) revealed
two main problems:
(1) Divergence: Some transcriptions are very
different from the original sounds, e.g.,
“an” → アヌ, “ang” → アン.
(2) Confusion:
Some
sounds
are
not
distinguished from each other, e.g., “j”,
“q”, “zh” and “ch” →チー, “sh”
and “x” → シー, “r” and “l” →
リ ー , “ eng ” , and “ ong ” → オ ン ,
“lu” and “ru” → ルウ.
The major problem in transcribing Chinese
syllables into Japanese is the big difference in
the number of sounds between the two
languages. Chinese has 38 vowels (including
monoph-/diph-/multi- thongs and nasal sounds)
and 21 consonants; while Japanese has only 5
vowels and 14 consonants. As a result, there are
about four times as many Chinese syllables
(more than 400) as Japanese ones (about 100).
As can be imagined, without a systematic
method, it is very hard to match all the Chinese
syllables with Japanese kana on a one-to-one
basis with no confused sounds.

Table 1 . Systems for transcribing Chinese proper nouns
into Japanese.

Classification
Method 1

Style
Japanese style

Method 2

English style

Method 3

Chinese style

Example
邓小平
（トウショウヘイ）
重庆
（ジュウケイ）
桂林
（ケイリン）
北京
（ペキン）
厦门
（アモイ）
香港
（ホンコン）
邓小平
（デンショウピン）
重庆
（チョンチン）
青岛
（チンタオ）

Four rules were devised to govern the
transcription of Chinese syllables into Japanese
kana:
(1) All Chinese syllables should be clearly
distinguished.
(2) The pronunciation of the Japanese kana
should be as similar as possible to the
original Chinese sounds.
(3) The Japanese kana should be easily
pronounceable by Japanese, as well as be
easily understandable by Chinese.
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(4) Each Chinese syllable should be transcribed
using at most five kana.

the pronunciation of the modified j-pinyin spoken
by two Japanese who have never studied
Chinese was recorded, and these data were
used as source material for listening experiments.
Finally, listening experiments were conducted at
a university in Beijing in September, 2001. The
twenty subjects (ten male and ten female,
average age: 20) were born in the northern part
of China. They use Mandarin in their daily lives.
Three types of tests were carried out: a test of
monosyllables, a test of the distinguishability of
easily confused monosyllables, and a test of the
distinguishability of easily confused polysyllables.
Based on an analysis of the results, some
modifications were made to the first version. Next,
the pronunciation of the new version of j-pinyin
was recorded (by two Japanese who do not know
Chinese at all), and the data were prepared for
listening
experiments.
Then,
listening
experiments were conducted at a university in
Tianjin in August, 2002 to test the validity of the
modification. The items tested were the same as
those tested in Beijing, but the modified parts
received particular scrutiny and emphasis. After a
careful examination of the results, j-pinyin was
again modified, and then tested in Tokyo (by ten
Chinese who know Japanese). Finally, the
second version of j-pinyin was obtained (Table 2
- 4). This version is much more mature than the
first one, and should prove useful for a variety of
applications.

The following points were carefully considered in
establishing the new Japanese kana transcription
system:
(1) Combinations of kana should be used
effectively.
(2) Both normal and lower case kana characters
should be used. e.g., “ア” and “ァ”.
(3) The symbol indicating a prolonged sound,
“－”, should be used.
Special attention was paid to sounds that are
indistinguishable to the Japanese ear, such as
the groups “zh”/“ch”/“sh”, “j”/“q”/“x”, “l”/“r”, “n”/“ng”,
etc. Detailed observations were made, followed
by a thorough analysis and carefully planned
experiments. The process of developing the first
version of j-pinyin involved the following steps:
(1) Our research group prepared a preliminary
plan for transcribing Chinese syllables into
Japanese.
(2) Three Chinese who are proficient in
Japanese and three Japanese who are
proficient in Chinese were asked to make
their own plans for transcribing Chinese
syllables into Japanese.
(3) The six plans were analyzed, systematized
and compared to our plan; and then our plan
was modified.

j-pinyin has the following characteristics.
(1) It handles the vowels “e” and “ü” correctly:
The Chinese sound “e” is between the
Japanese sounds “オ” and “ウ”. However,
since “オ” and “ウ” correspond to “o” and “u”,
respectively, neither of them can be used
alone to match “e”. After repeated listening
experiments, the appropriate kana was finally
determined to be “ ウ ォ ”. For “ü”, the
appropriate kana was finally determined to
be “ユイ”.

(4) Five Chinese and five Japanese were asked
to take part in a listening experiment. The
experimental materials were prepared with
an emphasis on sounds that are easily
confused. Then, our plan was modified a
second time based on the results, and the
first version of j-pinyin was completed
After the first version of j-pinyin was finished,
listening experiments were conducted to
demonstrate its validity and pinpoint any
problems. First, recordings were made of six
people’s pronunciation of j-pinyin (two Chinese
announcers, two Japanese who are proficient in
Chinese, and two Japanese who do not know
Chinese at all). The data were compared and
analyzed both linguistically and phonetically; and
based on the results, some slight modifications
were made to the first version of j-pinyin. Then,

(2) It handles aspirates, unaspirates, dorsals,
retroflex consonants, etc. in consonants
accurately.
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2-1) Aspirates/unaspirates: The best use of
unvoiced/voiced sounds in Japanese is
made.
b
バ line

p
パ line

d
ダ line

3. Conclusions
In 1984, Japanese started to base the
pronunciation of proper nouns from countries
where Chinese characters are used on the
original pronunciation. Since the pronunciation of
Korean is easy to handle in Japanese, Korean
proper nouns are accurately pronounced in the
Korean way nowadays. In contrast, the
transcription of Chinese proper nouns into
Japanese is not satisfactory. It is true that the
tendency to use the Chinese pronunciation for
writing Chinese proper nouns has been gaining
strength during the last decade. For example, the
pronunciation of “西安” is now written “シーアン”
instead of “ セ イ アン ” in almost all the mass
media. However, due to the complexity of
Chinese pronunciation, there is no universally
recognized standard. The main newspaper,
broadcasting, travel, publishing, etc. companies
in Japan have developed their own ways of
writing Chinese syllables. It is unfortunate that
none of them are suitable for general use due to
their incompleteness and other inadequacies.

t
タ line

バ,ビ,ブ,ベ,ボ パ,ピ,プ,ペ,ポ ダ,ヂ,ヅ,デ,ド タ,チ,ツ,テ,ト
g
k
j
q
ガ line
カ line
ジ
チ
ガ,ギ,グ,ゲ,ゴ カ,キ,ク,ケ,コ
zh
ch
z
c
ジュ
チュ
ズ
ツ
2-2)
Retroflex consonants, velars and
dorsals:
zh

ch

sh

j

q

x

ジュ

チュ

シュ

ジ

チ

シ

2-3) “r”/“l”: Since no sound corresponding
to the Chinese “r” exists in Japanese, a new
attempt was made by using ラリルレロ for
“l” and putting a subscript “ゥ” before
these kana for “r”.

After a thorough investigation of existing
rules, work was begun on devising a systematic
kananotation for transcribing Chinese syllables
into Japanese. Many techniques have been
employed, and thevalidity of the resulting system
has been proven by experiments. After two
stages of modifications, a generally satisfactory
version has been obtained. To further refine it,
ways of solving some minor problems are now
being explored. At the same time, three-kana and
four-kana versions, in which each Chinese
syllable is transcribed using at most three or four
kana, are being developed to suit various needs.

Example:
lao → ラオ / rao → ゥラオ
long → ローン / rong → ゥローン
2-4)

“h”/“f”:
h

f

ハ、ヘ、ホ

フ

In the near future, work will begin on (a)
building an input support system for Chinese
proper nouns for computers running a Japanese
operating system, (b) creating electronic
Japanese/Chinese and Chinese/Japanese name
dictionaries, and (c) constructing an intelligent
retrieval system for computers using j-pinyin.

Example:
hu → ホウー / heng → ホウォーン
fu → フ / feng → フォン\
2-5)

“n”/“ng”:

an

ang

in

ing

アン

アーン

イン

イーン
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